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 is proposal begins with the creation of a 
commissioned work of fi ne art, comprised of 
49 specially shaped canvases, painted and con-
fi gured into seven distinct entities that loosely 
correspond with the seven wards of Newark. 

 e example indicates the type of look that will 
be created, using newly commissioned artwork 
in place of the pre-existing art shown here.

 e metaphors designed into the above con-
fi guration incorporate an airplane reference to 
Newark airport, and a ‘Phoenix rising’ visual in 
the outstretched welcoming ‘W’ arms, empha-
sizing the New-Ark aspect of Newark’s future.
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 e letter/symbol confi gurations are each com-
posed of seven specifi c shapes known as a tan-
gram - fi ve triangles, a square, a rhomboid.  is 
basic set of shapes is derived from a square tile.

Tangrams are a centuries old design 
phenomena and are generally presented 
as solid graphic puzzles to be solved.

However this proposal presents the 
tangrams in their ‘stencilled’ solution 
format in the belief that Newark already 
has enough puzzles.

 e many shapes and patterns so far 
confi gured from tangrams run into the 
thousands, ranging from geometric designs 
and shapes to representational fi gures - 
humans, animals, plants, buildings, 
airplanes etc. 

However, according to research, this 
proposal marks the fi rst time they have 
ever been confi gured into letter formats.

Appropriately for Newark, tangrams 
are graphically educational: Stimulating 
creativity and heightening perceptual 
awareness, pushing one to attain higher 

levels of vision through imagination and 
empowering one to exceed present mental 
abilities; a wink and a nod to Newark as a 
university town (among other things).
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Tangrams also have a democratic quality, 
appealing to all types on many diff erent levels. 
Like Newark’s wards, tangrams create unity 
between 7 separate elements, producing a 
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.
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Within this design application, the colors relate to 
the quality of life experienced by those of us who 
live and work in Newark. 

Granted the seven colors are a further 
extension of the seven wards analogy, 
however the bright vibrant quality transcends 
place, speaking more of the human element 
that is at the heart of what Newark, and the 
rest of the populated world, is about.
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 e proposal is for Newark Penn Station to host the original work of public art, consisting of the 49 hand painted canvases mounted on a 

framed MDO substrate painted yellow. Surrounding the canvases is a cast metal skyline/outline mounted above cast metal Helvetica letters. 
 e concept here is that this work act as the mother to all of the consequent public art interventions at additional gateway sites; in that others 

all include this original image (perhaps with background or surrounding color variations) and then construct thier distinctive and unique 
additional look using the visual tangram building blocks created here.
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 e second rendition of this site proposal takes the visual narrative to a deeper level. Although the shapes within 
the skyline/outline can be interpreted diff erently, the intention is to show Newark’s progressive history. 

Beginning in the center with pure organic greenery, the shapes and tints indicating progressive population and 
industrial growth, culminating in the recognizable skyline, being carried by the current inhabitants.

 e fi rst rendition of the proposal for this 16 x 83’ concrete wall clearly illustrates the concept of applying the 
elements of the mother public artwork to individual gateway sites. Here each tangram is reproduced from it’s mother 
slot, re confi gured into a human shape, placed in a similar position relative to the skyline/outline, and made to carry 

Newark into it’s recognizable manifestation.  e visual narrative is playful and very simple and speaks for itself.
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In this proposal all public art interventions at local street gateway sites would feature a unique tangram art element, yet have the same shape face & 
hands, and the same coloration.  e cap shape refers to Newark sports as a baseball cap, or Newark transportation as a train conductor’s cap. 

 e intensity of the yellow dictates a red outline and black helvetica letters, but is otherwise recognizable as the mother artwork.

Site #44 - S. Orange Ave.
 is site features dancing 

tangram art elements, relating to 
the community Hip-Hop fl avor.

Site #48 - Heller Pkwy.
 is site features a fl ower/bust 

tangram and relates to 
Branchbrook Park.

Site #45 - Central Ave.
 is site features a cap &gown 
tangram relating to Universities 

that Central Ave. leads to.

Site #7 - Rt. 280 & Rt. 21
 is site features a performer 

tangram and relates to the 
proximity of NJPAC

Every gateway site public art intervention would feature a unique tangram confi guration drawn from a feature of the neighborhood, making each a 
one-of-a-kind, site-specifi c work of art. Yet the consistency of the overall scheme assures recognition and identifi cation with Newark’s progressive image.
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 e types of materials needed for 
implementation of this proposal 
are standard fi ne art supplies and 
common signage supplies.

 e paint to be used for the original 
artwork is ultra high quality acrylic, 
composed of light-fast pigments 
dispersed in a weatherproof binder. 
A very thick application of paint to 
the canvas panels assures longevity 
and the robust nature of the acrylic 
allows for ease of maintenance.
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Construction of the original 
work of public art at Newark Penn 
Station would require the exper-
tise of  a contractor specializing in 
shaped stretchers, framing, 
gessoing, stretching - aluminum 
or wood panels- installations, and 
other related special services.

All other site specifi c works 
will utilize standard sign industry 
construction methods.
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• Creation & reproduction of 
original art.

• Fabrication & installation of
original art.

• Design, execution & reproduction
of additional site art.

• Fabrication and installation of 
additional site art.


